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Compassion, Catholicism, and Communism:
Reflections on Boll's Gruppenbild Mit Dame
Ralph Ley

Toward the end of Heinrich Boll's latest, longest, most imaginative and encompassing novel. GruppenbiId mit Dame,1 the fictitious author (and the reader) is
finally allowed to have a face-to-face encounter with the taciturn and discreet Leni.
As the central female character who holds the novel together structurally, she has
been the object of the narrator's painstaking and,. at times, ironically pedantic research. These investigative activities, which do not stop short of probing time and
place of Leni's first orgasm, are based largely on the personal recollections of a
group of friends, relatives, and acquaintances upon whom she has exerted in varying degrees the force of her enigmatic, perplexing, and charismatic personality from
about 1935 to the present. It almost goes without saying that in the course of these
investigations we have served up for us a vivid in-depth account of what made
Germans tick during these years somewhat after the fashion of Billard urn halbzehn
(an aesthetically superior but ideologically, or, if you will, sociologically inferior
work) . The incontrovertible strength of GruppenbiId lies in these personal accounts,
which represent a more sophisticated throwback to the, to use Peter Demetz's adjective, "excellent" short stories of the early Boll,2 the master of the atmospheric
vignette and rapid character sketch. This sophistication justifies us in IIpeaking of
a "new" Boll in a restricted sense. For one thing, in his description of day-to-day
living under the Nazis, he has attained a level of serene realism which surmounts
the often dreamy and at times wishy-washy naturalism of the earlier works. I am
thinking here particularly of those scenes connected with life in a florist's establishment manually mass-producing funeral wreaths during' the time of the massive
Allied air raids on Cologne in the last months of the war and the concomitant factual accounts of the art of survival by the resource personnel. Here Boll's penchant
for sentimentality is kept in check by the interspersion of a wry and disconsolate
humor. But more important than this, and as paradoxical as it may sound, Boll's
sentimentalism is further reduced by an increase, or rather a new direction in his
compassion which gives greater plasticity to his characters. In this respect it was
Walter SokeP who first applied the f~citous label "Manichean" in analyzing Boll's
aesthetically annoying and seemingly unbreakable habit-which, thank goodness,
has now been broken-of dividing his characters rather rigidly into good guys and
bad guys without the twain ever meeting. It is a distinction, as Sokel rightly points
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out, which is essentially moral rather than ideological, operating on the premise of
the eternal struggle between good and evil, with Nazism as one of its more blatant
manifestations in history. In Gruppenbild the struggle is still there, but the primitive
dichotomy of characters under the murky aegis of the lamb and the buffalo has
been attenuated. This holds especially for the negative characters. The result is a
more pronounced humanization ; analogically speaking, it is an advance from what
Sokel elsewhere analyzed4 as the one-dimensionality of the Expressionists to the
dialectical dualism of Brecht's Marxist theater. The confrontation of good and evil
does occasionally take place internally, within the characters themselves, and it
has been given a strong ideologiciil bias in the political sense. The totally negative
character, the arch-victim of original sin, is in part displaced by the all too human
being whose innate sense of decency has been suppressed in varying degrees in a
society where the rule is survival of the rich, the ruthless, and the cunning. And
there are strong indications in the novel, much stronger than in the preceding works,
that the forces of villainy are not only the Nazi ideology but also what Boll once
called a "hopeless liberalism"s and Eastern critics brand in less euphemistic fashion
as imperialistic capitalism. The upholders of this system are also its victims, and
Boll lets us feel sympathy for them, up to a point. Such an attitude is no longer
Manichean; it in fact smacks both of a Christian willingness to forgive as well as a
Marxist readiness to understand.
It is, I believe, no accident that the representatives of the capitalist system are
molded in the Brechtian manner. The heroine, Leni, considers Brecht one of her
favorite authors , singing his poetry in moments of sadness and joy ; by means of this
poetry she maintains contact with her secret lover, the Soviet prisoner-of-war, Boris.
These facts would seem to indicate a recently acquired interest in and sympathy for
Brecht on Boll's part. The most fascinating victim-oppressors of the system, from
the upper, middle, and lower classes respectively, are tied together by recurrent
variations of the Brechtian-sounding cliche "Bin ich denn ein Unmensch?".
From the higher regions there is the "hochgestelIte Herr," an industrial baron
who supported Hitler's war machine and later advised Adenauer. His identity must
be kept a secret, because during the war he covertly harbored communist sympathies and was led to commit that horrible crime which the Nazis labelled " fehlangebrachte Menschlichkeit." In his weepy post-war remorse over the fact that he had
stifled his humaneness the " hochgestelIte Herr' bears a striking characterological
resemblance to Brecht's Pierpont Mauler,6 whose efforts to help another human
being were also held in check by the system. The middle class is represented by Kurt
and Werner Hoyser, both of whom evince a strong fondness for their cousin Leni.
The tragedy of their lives is the fact that they were removed from her benevolent
influence as boys and under the direction of their greedy grandfather have become
beneficiaries of the Wirtschaftswunder and fanatical ideological supporters of the
system that made post-war Germany the marvel of the western world.
In a brilliant exposition, or better, expose of the enlightened, well-heeled liberal
whose American counterpart might be the Humphrey Democrat for whom McGovern
represents a leftist threat to the pocketbook, Boll gives the lie to those critics who
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say he is unable to psychologize. This indictment of a system which the Hoysers
regard as natural and normative comes subconsciously from their very lips in the
course of defending at great length their decision to evict Leni from her apartment.
For Leni has given their apartment house a bad name. She has frightened away
high-paying tenants by subletting at cost to the riff-raff of society, Germany's new
"niggers," workers imported from Turkey and Portugal to do the dirty work of the
economic miracle. Allowing for time and place, it could be Mauler and not Werner
Hoyser who defends himself in the following words indirectly cited by the fictitious author: "Er sei . .. kein Unmensch, er sei weltoffen, liberal, bis zu den aussersten Grenzen, die seine Erziehung ihm gezeigt habe; er sei ein offener Anhanger
der Pille, der Sex-Welle und betrachte sich dennoch als Christen ... Nicht er, sie
[Leni], sei ein Unmensch, denn ein gesundes Profit- und Besitzstreben lage, und das
sei von der Theologie nachgewiesen und werde sogar von marxistischen Philosophen
immer mehr bejaht, in der Natur des Menschen" (p. 348. My italics). If one bears in
mind that the Hoysers have offered the penniless Leni charity, the virtue par excellence of a system that is based on exploitation and the permanent helplessness of
the exploited, then it becomes apparent what Boll has accomplished in depicting
their lengthy apologia pro vita capitalistica. He has succeeded in transmuting into
first-rate fiction the failure of western capitalism to respond adequately to the Marxist challenge as he saw it in 1960: "Die westliche Welt-die sich unter anderem auch
christlich deklariert-hat heute wie vor hundert Jahren, als Marx seine Theorien
entwickelte, keine andere Antwort bereit als die der Wohltatigkeit und der Unantastbarkeit des Privateigentums. "7
Boll has depicted the Hoysers as ideological products of the affluent society,
whuse first law is accumulation for the sake of accumulation, negatively expressed
in the playfully ironic notion of Leistungsverweigerung introduced toward the end
of the novel. Walter Pelzer, on the other hand, has been molded by the darker side
of a system whose elemental motive power is fear. All his life he has been fleeing
from what Georg Kaiser long ago called "The Horror,"s poverty and ruin engendered
by a merciless profit society. Harshly propelled into the real world as a result of
witnessing his proletarian father's numerous encounters with bankruptcy and the
bailiff, Pelzer develops into an opportunist who is beyond all ideology. During the
inflation of the early twenties he finds economic stability in th.e gold teeth extracted
from the mouths of doughboys whose bodies are being shipped back to America ; in
the later twenties he supports the Communists, in the thirties and early forties the
Nazis, and after the war he invests in the surest thing of all, real property. Yet in
the process of surviving by cunning and chutzpah he never entirely loses his sense
of decency. He remains to the end a compound of criminality and humaneness. In
the former he resembles Macheath of the Dreigroschenroman, who attributed his
success in business to the same ethic of survival: "Man schreibt im allgemeinen den
Aufstieg eines Mannes seinem Ehrgeiz oder einem grossen Plan zu. Offen gestanden,
hatte ich keinen so grossen Plan. Ich wollte nur immer dem Armenhaus entgehen.
Mein Wahlspruch war: der kranke Mann stirbt und der starke Mann ficht."9 In his
humaneness he is very much like Azdak, the good-bad judge of Der kaukasische
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Kreidekreis. 10 On a razzia in 1933 as a zealous SA man, Pelzer saves the life of a
prominent Weimar official by selling him at a horrendous price his motorcycle as
an escape vehicle. His words of justification are genuinely Brechtian : "den Preis
eines Motorrads bestimmt die historische Situation und das Portemonnaie dessen,
der es in dieser historischen Situation notig hat" (pp. 210-211). Brechtian, too, is the
system under which Pelzer has had to operate. Corruptability becomes mercy : "Die
Bestechlichkeit," to cite Brecht's Anna .Fierling, "ist bei die Menschen dasselbe wie
beim lieben Gott die Barmherzigkeit. Bestechlichkeit ist unsre einzige Aussicht.
Solangs die gibt, gibts milde Urteilsspriiche, und sogar der Unschuldige kann durchkommen vor Gericht."ll
I began this paper by referring to Leni's first and last direct appearance in the
novel and then proceeded to leave her hanging in mid-air without making my point.
I took the line of least resistance, dwelling on those innovations in Boll's craftsmanship which represent advances over previous works : a deeper feeling for the historicity of history conveyed by a sophisticated and detailed realism, and a sense of
compassion which works against sentimentality and succeeds in creating in the
person of the Rhenish opportunist Walter Pelzer one of the most fascinating rogues
of modern German fiction. These achievements mark the foreground of the novel.
The background is Leni, and that is another matter. She is clearly the most problematical and irritating of all of Boll's creations, a problem not to herself but to the
frustrated reader and critic. At the termination of Leni's meeting with the fictitious
author, during which she has uttered a total of sixteen words between tears and
smiles, one of the resource persons present pronounces Leni's epitaph : "Ja, es gibt
sie, und doch gibt es sie nicht. Es gibt sie nicht, und es gibt sie" (p. 373) . The trouble is that Leni exists on two levels, as a symbol and a real person, with the former
tending to obscure the latter. One can get around this problem by simplifying the
representational dimensions of Leni's character, by choosing to ignore the parochial
theology which is its basis. This is what the best of the East German Boll scholars,
Hans Joachim Bernhard, did in a recent supplement to his sensitive study of Boll's
novels.12 For this Marxist critic she is a representation of the German classical ideal
of pure humanity which in the 20th century assumes the concrete form of opposition
to the capitalistic system : "Die Hauptfigur in Bolls neuem Roman ist als Inbegriff
.. . eines humanistischen Menschenbildes konzipiert, das die Wesensmoglichkeit
des Menschen zu verteidigen sucht, das entschlossenen Widerstand ausdriickt gegen
die Anstrengungen, alle und alles imperialistischer Manipulierung zu unterwerfen."13
That there is a great deal of truth to this assertion is, I hope, readily obvious from
my discussion of the Hoyser brothers and their opposition to Leni because she
represents the negation of private property. But that Bernhard has missed the religious basis of Leni's reason for being is also clear. He compares her to a Faust
"pursuing his obscure urge" and "conscious of the right path."14 Goethe's would-be
superman was a sinner torn in two rationally and emotionally; if anything, Leni is
totally at one with herself and incapable of sinning.
Whereas Bernhard sidestepped the problem of Leni's humanity, the influential
Marcel Reich-Ranicki, house critic for West Germany's most prestigious weekly,
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met it head on. 15 He came to the damning conclusion that as a real person Leni cannot be taken seriously. At best she corresponds "haarscharf einem fatalen deutschen
Madchenideal." Her anti-intellectualism, her inexperience in the ways of the world,
her do-goodism, her ties to nature qualify her as candidate for the title Pan-German
Maiden of German Kitsch. Whatever symbolic value Boll may have attached to Leni
is vitiated by the silliness of her character. If one chooses to approach Leni from
her real side, and only from that side, then the critic has quite a point when he
writes: "Gleich am Anfang heisst es: 'Leni versteht die Welt nicht mehr, sie zweifelt
doran, ob sie sie je verstanden hat.' Den Lesern des Romans werden jedoch derartige
Zweifel erspart: Es ist klar, dass Leni absolut nichts kapiert, dass sie 'keineswegs
die politischen Dimensionen des Nazismus ouch nur andeutungsweise iiberschaute'
und dass sie beispielsweise bis zuletzt nicht gewusst hat, 'was iib erhaupt ein Jude
oder 'ne Jiidin ist.' Bei einer Bewohnerin der Stadt Koln, die 1945 dreiundzwanzig
Jahre alt und langst berufstatig war, deutet dies nicht nur auf Beschranktheit, sondern schon auf ziemliche VerblOdung. 1st es zweckvoll, eine derartige Figur in den
Mittelpunkt eines zeitkritischen Romans zu stellen?"15a
In a critique of the novel, which will certainly remain as one of the most penetrating attempts to come to grips with the Leni phenomenon, Rudolf Hartung tried
to blunt the force of Reich-Ranicki's criticism. He excuses Boll's failure to make
Leni totally credible as a real person on the basis of the author's good or laudably
ambitious intentions. The critic of Die Zeit is charged (and rightly, I think) with
failing to deduce Leni's character from Boll's symbolic intent. What Boll was finally
able to realize in this figure "ist eine neue Dimension des Menschlichen, vielleicht
ein neuer Mensch: ein Mensch, an dessen Einfalt die Welt zuschanden wird, einer,
der tiefer als der Traumer und auch der songenannte Wirklichkeitsmensch im Irdischen beheimatet ist, ein Mensch mit einer so stark en materialistischen Vernunft und
Sinnlichkeit, dass fiir ihn das Materielle zugleich auch das ganz und gar Spirituelle
ist. "16 After accusing Reich-Ranicki and his ilk of a kind of spiritual obtuseness
which has not the foggiest notion of what a materialistic-mystical existence means
(one is reminded of the admonition which preceded the screening of Werfel's novel,
The Song of Bernadette: "For those who believe, no explanation is necessary; for
those who do not, no explanation is possible"), Hartung concedes the ultimate
aesthetic failure to make completely plausible a character whose prototype is Dostoievski's Prince Myshkin: "ein Romancier kann bei einem solchen Unternehmen
bestenfalls auf ehrenvolle Weise scheitern. Denn die Kreativitat des Kiinstlers verwirklicht sich nicht im abstrakten Raum-in diesem konnen theoretische und
fleischlose Utopien entworfen werden- , sondern sie ist abhangig auch davon, was
die Wirklichkeit und die Stunde zulassen."17
I think that Hartung is on the right track when he insists that one must first grasp
the transcendental principle which informs Leni's existence in the material world.
But he will not go beyond stating that Leni belongs fully to two worlds , the world
of her Rhenish origins and a transcendental realm, "eine religiose Existenz, die vor
oder jenseits der christlichen iSt."18 The connection between these two modes of
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existence is left hanging and so is any attempt to counter Reich-Ranicki's misgivings about a Leni who is totally oblivious to the destruction of the Jews in Nazi
Germany.
I am afraid that Boll's symbolism is much more specific and narrow than the
humanitarian religiosity suggested by Hartung or its secularized counterpart, as
proffered by the Marxist critic, Bernhard. I could be disastrously mistaken, but I feel
that Hartung goes astray when he suggests that with Gruppenbild Boll is on the verge
of distancing himself from any and every variant of Christianity.19 The critic contends that certain facts about Leni's character and behaviour speak against a Christian existence: among others her substitution of breakfast rolls for the Eucharist,
her constitutional inability to experience remorse, and her highly gifted sensuality,
the scandalously visible evidence for which lines the walls of her apartment in the
form of huge reproductions of the sexual organs together with a detailed description
of how they function . I would argue the opposite : that these qualities and actions
of Leni are derived from a Christian ethos, more specifically, from the AristotelianThomistic tradition in Catholic thought as opposed to the Platonic-Augustinian with
its Manichean-Gnostic strain and its Puritan derivative in pristine Lutheranism. The
former emphasizes the unity of man as a creature who is indivisibly material and
spiritual, whereas the latter denigrates the flesh to the detriment of this union. This
body-soul tradition has its alpha-point in the Book of Genesis, wherein God proclaims that His creation is good (and if it is good, then so is sex), finds its culmination in the doctrine of the resurrection of the body, whereby human totality is restored and has its confirmation in Christ's first public miracle-performed, it should
be noted, at the request of His mother-for the miracle of Cana celebrates the most
elemental bonds of human solidarity, the social joys of sex and drinking. This
materialistically-oriented tradition has developed an epistemology and a theodicy
which champion the senses as the initial vehicle through which all our knowledge,
even our knowledge of God, must come. This same tradition has defined the
Church's instruments of grace as material signs instituted by Christ-in this regard
I would point out Boll's concern about the violation of this tradition in connection
with the sacrament of matrimony as evidenced in Ansichten eines Clowns and in
the polemics of the play Hausfriedensbruch, published shortly before the author
started to write Gruppenbild. It is the same tradition in Catholicism which is manifest in the sacramentals, material reminders of the transcendental which abound
in Catholic churches: holy water, statues, pictures, vestments, Kerzen fur Maria.20
On a lower order this sensuousness is expressed when an Italian family picnics on
bread and wine in a cathedral or Boll's protagonist Gruhl smokes his pipe in a
country church while meditating. 21 On a higher level it is manifested by the artistic
achievements it has inspired. One thinks of the majestic Gothic and the sensuous
Baroque cathedrals whose day is no more because of the secularization of society.
The spiritual sensuality of this tradition which seeks to strike a balance between
soul and body is personified in Leni. It accounts for the paradoxical fact, as Boll
succinctly wrote, "dass Leni sinnlich war, weil sie eben nicht total sinnlich war"
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(p. 190). Reinhard Baumgart's clever assertion that GruppenbiJd is supposed to be
Boll's counteractive contribution "zu der in Wort und Bild iiberall kalt zelebrierten
Sinnenlust, zur Pornographie,"22 that it was, in other words , the author's primary
intention to erect a literary monument to sensual innocence, unfortunately stops
short of any metaphysical implications. But these implications are present in the
medley of songs Leni sings "wie ein Mensch, der aus einem Verliess heraussingt"
(p. 47). These songs allude to her sex life, which had its beginnings in a transcendental experience accompanied by orgasm, the so-called Heidekraut-Erlebnis (p. 29),
when it seemed to her that in the act of "being taken and giving" the power of the
Holy Spirit had overshadowed her. On that summer evening in 1938 the virgin birth
of Christ ceased to be a mystery to Leni. The reader has been prepared for this event
very early in the novel when one of Leni's recent orgasmic experiences is compared
with what the theologians call "absolute Seinserfiillung" (p. 12). I think what Boll
had in mind can be grasped immediately by contemplating one of the most famous
(and daring) plastic representations of the tradition I spoke of above: Bernini's
"Ecstasy of st. Teresa" in the Church of Our Lady of Victory in Rome. This Baroque
masterpiece combines the extremes of mystic devotion and sparkling sensuality to
the point of orgasm inherent in Leni's make-up. Telling, too, is the fact that her medley of exultation is culled in part from poems in Brecht's Hauspostille. These poems
describe the boredom of sex in a world where sin has been rendered meaningless
because of the absence of a sense of hierarchy. Brecht's depiction of an affair with
the summer sky in his third pslam,23 described in greater detail in the song that
opens his play, Baal,24 and anticipating Janine's affair with the Sahara night in
Camus' "La Femme Adultere"25 some three decades later, is a futile protest against
man's fatality and the ultimate impotence of sex in a despiritualized world. When
Leni paraphrases Brecht's psalm: "Als Miidchen hatte ich ein Verhiiltnis mit dem
Himmel-kyrieleis / Herrlich, violett liebt er mich mit Miinnerliebe-kyrieleis" (pp.
47-48), she is negating its purely materialistic and reluctantly absurdist Weltanschauung. For clearly with Leni more is involved than the imitating of "das
Seufzen der Kiihe beim Beischlaf." In another Brechtian poem that is part of Leni's
medley the de spiritualization of sex (and hence its banality) is linked to the impossibility of belief in the immaculate conception of Mary and the virgin birth: "0
himmlische Frucht der befleckten Empfiingnis!/Was sahest du, Bruder, Vollkommnes
allhier?"U-the very belief Leni found so easy after her mystical-sexual experience.
Boll has turned these Brechtian poems into a Magnificat of attestation to the wholeness and goodness of creation in its most human forms, love and sex.
Leni possesses this wholeness in her own person, and she experiences it most
keenly when she is in love. She wishes others to share in her joy vicariously when
she is committed body and soul to another human being. During her brief and apparently unconsummated affair with her cousin Erhard, she suddenly drops her
extreme reserve, only to go into her shell of taciturnity after his execution as a
deserter. With Boris, the Soviet POW, whom she is forced to love clandestinely, Leni
enters upon her second and last "gespriichige Phase" (p. 214), described by one of
the resource persons as follows: "Ach, das war doch, wie wenn plOtzlich auf einem
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winterlichen Kappesfeld eine Sonnenblume aufgeht oder ersteht, wenn das Miidchen
anfing zu singen. Herrlich wars, und jeder, jeder von uns hats gespiirt, dass sie
geliebt wird und liebt- wie die selbst aufgebliiht ist damals" (p. 220). Leni's actions
are a reflection of the anti-Augustinian side of Catholic tradition. Let me again try
to clarify my point by alluding to one of the most beautiful literary expressions of
this facet of Catholic culture, a poem by a man who, like Boll, often opposed the
power structure of the Church but had an intuitive grasp of its basic anti-Manicheanism. The following poem by Walther von der Vogelweide was written during the
period of the Albigensian crusades, and it affirms what the Catharists, the forerunners of Boll's "pornotheologians" (p. 18) and "sexotheological dogmatists" (p. 12),
were denying: the goodness of creation, its wholeness as mirrored in the goodness
of sex. The poem verges on the blasphemous in its implied analogy between the
divine act of creation and the human act of sexual love. Just as the divine goodness was diffusive and led to the creation of the material world because God
wanted to share that goodness with others, so also the act of love is described as
diffusive: "Under the linden tree by the common, where we two had our bed, you
can find flowers and grass both neatly picked; at the edge of the forest in the
dell, tandaradei, the nightingale sang so sweetly. / / I came to the meadow, to find
my sweetheart was already there. There I was received, 0 holy Lady! I shall always
be happy to think of it, Did he kiss me? I should think about a thousand times!
Tandaradei! See how red my mouth is! / / I saw that he had made a lovely bed out
of flowers. Anybody who comes by that way will give a knowing smile; he can
see from the roses where my head lay. / / If anyone were to know-God forbid
they should-that he lay with me, I would be ashamed. I hope no one will ever
find out what he did to me, except us two and a little bird-tandaradei-but then
it can keep a secret!"27
In Walther's poem the natural expansiveness of love is circumscribed both by
social convention and the idea of original sin, for after all what took place between the knight and the peasant girl is in porno theological terms an act of
fornication.28 But in terms of Walther's more compassionate theology, it is the
most forgivable of sins since the "culprit" in a metaphorical sense is God himself,
who made His creation all too beautiful and enticing. This tension between diffusion and discretion is also present in Leni's affair with Boris, but here it exists
only on the level of an anti-human convention imposed by the Nazis. In the
words of Walter Pelzer: "Nichts war damals ungefiihrlich" (p. 211) . Any tension
based on the notion of sin, whether actual or original, is completely absent from
this relationship. Here Boll matches Walther's daring in moving along the edge
of blasphemy. Leni is incapable of sinning because her character is analogous to that
of the mother of Christ. In an interview with Boll, conducted at the time of publication of Gruppenbild, Dieter Wellershoff depicted Leni as a person "der instinktiv
weiss, was fUr ihn richtig ist und der instinktiv immer das ihm Gemiisse tut und
dadurch sich von der Gesellschaft unterscheidet und absandert, abwohl er mitten
in ihr lebt." He then asked Boll: "Konnte man einen zusammenfassenden Oberbegriff dafUr finden und sagen: Das ist eine besondere Form von Naivitiit?" Boll's
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answer was most revealing: "Ja, das auch. Da ware lange iiber das Wort 'Naivitat'
zu reflektieren. Naiv ist die Frau wohl auch, ich glaube auch unschuldig, nicht in
einem juristischen oder moralischen Sinne, sondern fast schon in einem metaphysischen Sinne unschuldig."29 Just as revealing is a humorously ironic passage from
the novel in which the fictitious author vainly looks up the word Unschuld in the
encyclopedia in the hope that modern science and scholarship will shed some light
on Leni's personality. The lexicon deals at length with its opposite, Schuld, but
"Kein einziges Wort iiber Unschuld, sie wird iiberhaupt nicht erwahnt. Verflucht,
was sind das fiir Umstande? ... Dass die Unschuld fehlt, ist hi:ichst argerlich,
man kann ohne Lexikon so schwer mit dies em Begriff zurechtkommen. Lasst uns
die Wissenschaft doch letzten Endes im Stich? Geniigt es vielleicht zu sagen, dass
Leni alles, was sie tat, in aller Unschuld tat und einfach die Anfiihrungszeichen
weglasst? Leni, an der der Verf. mit Zartlichkeit hangt, kann ohne diesen Begriff
nicht verstanden werden" (pp. 134-5). In her "Schwachsinn" (p. 91) Leni is as incomprehensible to the emancipated enlighteners and brave engineers of the age of
the Leistungssteigerung as are her literary predecessors, Dostoievski's idiot, Prince
Myshkin, and Hauptmann's fool in Christ, Emmanuel Quint. When der hochgesteIIte
Herr of the novel, a man of culture and a captain of industry, accuses Leni of
nurturing in her son the immoral seeds of her imbecilic mystical materialism with
its glorification of the bodily organs and their functions-he was thinking of
those huge posters of the male and female genitals hanging in her apartment-it
is an accusation whose ultimate justification can be found in man's fallen nature:
"schliesslich sind wir doch gebrochen, gebrochen in unserer Natur" (p. 303). These
words are the only direct allusion to the notion of original sin in the novel. By
coming relatively late, they serve to put the capstone on the idea that Leni's attitude
toward sex and other things material stems from the wholeness of her character,
from the fact that she is metaphysically innocent. I can see my way clear to no
other interpretation of this passage in light of what we have already been given
about Leni's character and the symbolic trappings with which it has been presented. In addition to possessing an innocence which no lexicon is able to define,
Leni is incapable of remose, "reuelos" (p. 9). If she cannot sin, she cannot repent.
She is also described as being practically perfect, "vollkommen" (p. 53), and, through
a play on the word "rheinisch" (p. 195), her purity is intimated. Her prayer life is
restricted to the "perfect prayer," the Lord's Prayer, and to the New Testamentbased "Angelic Salutation," the opening words of which ("Hail, Mary, full of grace,
the Lord is with thee") refer to the Virgin's unique status. These two prayers make
up the rosary, to which Leni is devoted. Because there is no room in the official
air raid shelter, Leni and her existential husband, Boris, are forced to seek the
protection of a mausoleum containing a subterranean chapel. Behind the altar of
the chapel her son, Lev, is conceived on a bed of heather with its intimations of
orgasmic mysticism. The altar itself is used to store the secular sacraments of
man: "Zigaretten und Wein, Brot und Siissigkeiten" (p. 226). The ex-Communist,
reluctant Nazi, and arch-opportunist Pelzer baptizes her son and recovers some of
his lost humanity. Bbris himself is likened to st. Joseph and her life with him and
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her son to that of the Holy Family. It is thus no surprise when at the end of the
novel Lev begins to resemble Christ in his actions and attitudes, in his feeling of
solidarity with the so-called scum of society, the foreign workers, and the inmates
of the prison where he is serving time , in his role as garbage collector combatting
the filth of the economic miracle. And if all of that is not enough, there are the minor
trappings in the form of names· and dates which embellish, sometimes skillfully and
sometimes too obviously, the analogy between Leni and the mother of Christ. There
is the Portuguese "holy family" to whom Leni has sublet part of her apartment :
father and mother bear the names of Christ's maternal grandparents ; the names of
the children are of like inspiration: the sacramental Etelvina, the liturgical Manuela,
and the unmistakable Jose. On page 135 Leni's Christian names put in their first
and last appearance: Helen, to express the sensuous side of her nature, and Maria,
to express its mystical side. The middle name of the Jewish nun whom Leni described in one of her rare moments of loquaciousness as "meine grosse Lehrerin,
meine grosse Freundin" (p. 371) also happens to be Maria. Her first name, Rahel.
symbolizes her role as Leni-Maria's spiritual mother, for the original Rachel was
the matriarch of the tribe from which Mary and Christ descended. And in connection with the birth of Leni's son, Boll employs the christological epithet "Licht der
Welt" (p. 281) . As for dates , both the time of Leni's entrance into the world and
of the central experience in her life, her love affair with Boris, are tied in with
events in the life of Mary. Her birth takes place during the Octave of the Assumption, the most ancient and solemn feast of the Cycle of Mary, one day after the
feast day of 8t. Joachim, Mary's father , and five days before the Feast of the
Immaculate Heart of Mary. During the Christmas season she makes her commitment
to Boris. During a daylight raid on March 18, 1944, she celebrates her engagement
to the Russian by sleeping with him. This is one day before the feast of 8t. Joseph
and a week before the holy day that commemorates the greatest event in Christian
history, the incarnation of Jesus in the womb of a virgin. On the day celebrating
Christ's Ascension in the month dedicated to Mary, there are two daylight attacks
in rapid succession. Leni consider it her "Gliickstag" (p. 226), the day of her marriage. (It is not out of the question that on this day her son was conceived.) And
then the time came "die Leni die 'glorreiche' nannte, den 'Monat des glorreichen
Rosenkranzes'-zwischen dem 2. Oktober und dem 28. neun grosse Tagesangriffe.
Leni sagte dazu: 'Das verdanke ich Rahel und der Muttergottes, die haben beide
nicht vergessen, wie gern ich sie habe ' " (p. 227).
In sum, then, Leni's character and behaviour and the symbolic embellishments
with which Boll encompasses these strongly suggest that she is equally principle
and person. If this is not the case, then what is one to make of the fact that the
fictitious author emphasizes both her physical identity and her personal acquaintance with the Virgin Mary in those places where it counts most, at the beginning
and at the end of the novel? Whether Leni actually encounters the Virgin on the
blank T.V. screen late at night or whether she sees only her own reflection is left
for the skeptical reader to decide. The phenomenon is explicitly introduced because the author feels it is necessary for an understanding of Leni to come
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to grips with her "Beziehung zur Metaphysik" (p. 18). And in the last paragraph
of the novel the author's final comment on this matter appears to be on the side of
faith: "Immerhin bleiben da die 'noch zu klarenden Reflexionen'" (p. 400). The
euclidean mind that is incapable of comprehending Unschuld can offer no physical explanation for the apparition. The author's earlier question: "Lasst uns die
Wissenschaft doch letzten Endes im Stich?" (p. 135) remains rhetorical.
If Leni's naturalness or wholeness, her inability to detect a metaphysical rent in
creation is, to put it bluntly, the result of her freedom from original sin, if, in other
words, she is an ideal character with a maferial existence, then the naivete which
flows from her innocence, which colors her actions and attitudes in the real world
and which Reich-Ranicki found so irksome and offensive becomes understandable.
Leni is oblivious to the notion of what a Jew is and ignorant of the Nazi policy of
genocide (until someone shoves a copy of der StUrmer in her face toward the end
of 1944), because she can confront people only on the level of a shared humanity
which take precedence over, is in fact blind to, racial, religious, and ideological
differences. Both her love life and the central incident in the novel attest to this
fact. Of the three significant men in her life, the first was a German and a Christian, the second a Slav who had been raised in the Jewish faith, the third a Turk
and a Muslim. Concerning the most important woman in her life, Sister Rahel, a
Jewish convert to Catholicism, there is the hint of a possible homoerotic attachment
(p. 328). On the surface Leni's relationship to these people may seem to be nothing
more than a stereotypic repetition of the secularized HumanitiitsideaI of Nathan der
Weise. But the central action of Leni's life, which occurs in the middle of the
novel, makes it clear that Leni's "reine naive Menschlichkeit" (p. 187) is Christian
in inspiration.
I say this for two reasons . First, Leni's gesture, the simple act of offering the
Untermensch, Boris, a cup of coffee, represents the negation of the situation obtaining
in Billard um halbzehn, where the mere raising of a hand can cost one his life. 3o
It is a gesture which challenges a world order in which there are only hangmen
and their victims. It reaffirms the assertion of Schrella's father that all men are
brothers,31 and at the same time implies Schrella's simple query as to why the
principles of Christianity are not even practiced by those who believe in Christ:
"Wenn ihr an ihn glaubt, warum tut ihr nicht, was er befohlen hat?"32 Primarily
meant by Boll, of course, is the second, or social, of Christ's .two great commandments which sum up his moral teachings, the love of the neighbor, the stranger,
the outcast, the Samaritan, or, to put it in the words of Ignazio Silone's Celestine V,
the most naive, saintly, and unpolitical of all popes, in justifying his refusal to bless
the army of the King of Naples: "Do you know how Christ's moral teachings can
be summed up? You should know it, since you too call yourself a Christian; but I'll
remind you, in case you've forgotten. It can be summed up in three words: love one
another. Love your neighbor, and also your enemies. We men are all children of
the same Father."33 Obviously the nuns who hid Sister Rahel from the Nazis because she was a Jew had forgotten this command. Their shabby treatment of her,
their refusal to respect her humanity by, among other things, denying her what is
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for Boll one of the most human of all pleasures is reflected in the only words the
mother superior deigns to speak over her grave in lieu of the prayers of a priest:
"Nun kann sie uns wenigstens wegen ihrer verfluchten Raucherkarte keinen Arger
mehr machen" (p. 133). It is a picture in miniature of the public failure of Boll's
Church to condemn explicitly Hitler's treatment of the Jews, to divest itself of its
"unneighborly" parochialism. Secondly, Leni's gesture is sacramental in character.
In times past the symbol of hospitality or neighborliness, of respect for the stranger
purely on the basis of his humanity, was wine. As Christ's blood, it represents an
invitation to partake of that sonship of Cod which is potentially open to every man,
regardless of racial or ideological differences. For contemporary Western man coffee
has in large measure usurped the role of wine. And the cup in which Leni offers it
to Boris is compared with a sacred chalice, twice, in fact (pp. 185, 190).
The final cause of Leni's humanitarian gesture, the ultimate social ideal which
she represents, is metaphorically depicted as a world in which every human being
has attained the status of a guest. Boll's notion of the stranger which lies at the
heart of his understanding of Christ's commandment to love one's neighbor corresponds exactly to Brecht's poetical description of the communist kingdom of
man at the end of Schweik im Zweiten Weltkrieg . Whether there is a direct borrowing here , only Boll can say. But perhaps there is some significance in the fact
that both writers emphasize the chalice as an instrument of universal hospitality.
In the novel the key passage, "eine ziemlich simple Erkliirung" for the naturalness
of Leni's gesture on the basis of her family life, reads as follows : "Eins, wissen
Sie, war bei den Gruytens immer selbstverstiindlich gewesen: jeder bekam einen
Kaffee angeboten. Ob Bettler, Schnorrer, Landstreicher, ob beliebter oder missliebiger Geschiiftsfreund. Das gabs einfach nicht, seinen Kaffee bekam einfach jeder
... Mich hat das immer an die Selbstverstiindlichkeit erinnert. mit der friiher jeder
an der Klosterpforte seinen Schlag Suppe bekam, ohne dass man ihn nach seiner
Religion fragte oder ihm fromme Spriiche abverlangte. Nein, [Frau GruytenJ hiitte
jedem Kaffee angeboten, ob nun Kommunist oder nicht . .. und ich denke, sogar
dem schlimmsten Nazi hiitte sie einen gegeben" (p. 189). Brecht's Lied vom Kelch,
in which soup is also offered to the guest whose only reference is the nose in his
face, concludes with the words: "Einmal schaun wir friih hinaus / Obs gut werde /
Und da wurd ein gastlich Haus / Aus der Menschenerde. / / Jeder wird als Mensch
gesehn / Keinen wird man iibergehn / Ham ein Dach gegen Schnee und Wind / Weil
wir arg verfrorn sind. / Auch mit 80 Heller!"34
This correspondence between the ethical ideal of Christianity and Communism
helps explain Leni's proletarian stance: the fact that her relation to money is nonexistent, that she has no middle-class ambition whatsoever, has no conception of
the meaning of private property. It also accounts for her short-lived flirtation with
the post-war Communist Party of West Germany, an action which reinforces the
contention of the sympathetic hotel porter Jochen in Billard urn halbzehn that every
decent person was a Communist at some time or other in his life. 3s But where the
Christian humanist and the Communist part company is over the question of means.
In the past Boll has objected to the narrow nationalism and imperialism that have
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impaired the development of a humanitarian socialism.36 In Gruppenhild this disappointment is reflected in the personal political histories of three positive characters: of Grundtsch, who never forgave the socialists for abandoning their internationalism and for jingoistically supporting the "Scheisskaiser" (p. 202) at the
onset of World War I; of Ilse Kremer, who soured on the Communists because of
their refusal to cooperate with the center parties in blocking Hitler in 1932 and
their willingness to enter into a non-aggression pact with the Nazis in 1939; of the
highly-placed official of the post-war KPD who severed all connections with the
party after the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968 (an event which Boll
witnessed at first hand 3?). Two other sympathetic members of Boll's group portrait, both of whom are among Leni's intimates, come closest to representing his
own positive political convictions. The atheistic Lotte 's democratic socialism serves
as a foil to the "hopeless liberalism" of the Hoysers which reasserted itself after
Germany's defeat in 1945. And Boll's admiration for the socialism of Rosa Luxemburg 38 is personified in Sister Rahel, who was imprisoned during the first World
War for her pacifist convictions. In fact, in the case of Leni's mentor, Boll combines the best of both worlds, for after the murder of her heroine she channels
her humanitarian concerns into service for the poor as a slum doctor and converts
to Catholicism, only to fall victim as a Jew to the parochialism of the official
Church. Sister Rahel is thus twice betrayed, by a socialism that ceased to be international and by a Catholicism that remained silent in the face of the Gospel question
"Who is my neighbor"?
Gruppenhild is a flawed work of art, for Boll sacrificed, if only moderately, his
aesthetic sensibilities to conviction in reducing the credibility of his central character. But the price was worth it. The result is a novel which as a humanitarian
document of our times can stand comparison with the best efforts of a Silone, a
Camus, or a Brecht. And yet, though the ideal which Leni incorporates is at one
with the aspirations of these secular humanists, its inspiration is thoroughly Christian. Boll's most Catholic work has successfully transformed into literature the
Joannine dream poem of humanity. What Malachi Martin wrote about John recently, "the first pope to think as man," reads like a commentary on the ethos of Boll :
The problem for him was neither natural nor supernatural, a question
neither of converting pagans nor of reconciling dissident Christians, neither
of opposing nor of appeasing Communists nor of forming working alliances
with socialists. The problem was man, the human species as a whole at this
juncture of human history.
The most important and inescapable fact about men does not stem from
the color of their skins, their religions, their racial origins, their political
opinions, or their economic conditions. It is that all men, wherever and
whenever they existed, exist, and will exist, belong to a "human family."
Not a father-mother-children family. Not a vast lineal family descended
physically from an Adam and an Eve. Not a supernaturally elevated
"human family." Not even the "human family" outlined by the anthro-
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pologists, the Homo sapiens. But it is the family men constitute because
each man shares with every other man the equality of being human and the
dignity of equal human rights. 39
Small wonder Leni could not tell an Untermensch from an Ubermensch!
Rutgers University
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